There's no place like The Island.

Welcome to
contemporary
coastal living.
Welcome to
Shoalhaven.

Immerse yourself in the peace and
tranquillity of island life, far from the
hustle and bustle of the busy metropolis.
On your doorstep awaits stunning coastline,
sprawling with friendly wildlife, walking and
hiking trails, renowned fishing hot spots and
family friendly beaches.
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Living the ultimate seaside retreat
doesn’t mean forgoing convenience.
Situated in one of the most sought-after
locations on Phillip Island, Shoalhaven is
less then 700 metres from the renowned
Red Rocks beach and a short 4-minute
drive into the thriving town centre of Cowes.

There's no place
like The Island.

Enjoy the ease of local convenience; with
a vast selection of restaurant precincts,
supermarkets, services and specialty
boutiques all at your fingertips.
Convenient freeway access will have
you in the CBD within 90 minutes.
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All within reach.
With everything within easy reach,
you can spend more time exploring the
islands most well known assets.
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Discover endless coastlines and seaside
villages, abundant wildlife and a range
of family attractions on a little island
with a big reputation.
Relax on the beach at sunset and enjoy the wonder
of the famous Penguin Parade or explore the tranquil
surrounds of the island’s many wildlife attractions
to get up close to seals, koalas and native birds.
For the culinary type, enjoy a selection of dining
options throughout the seaside villages, pick
up fresh goods at the weekend markets or meet
local winemakers among the beautiful vineyards.
The diverse coastline continues to offer
something for everyone, with sheltered bay
beaches or world-class surf beaches, boasting
some of the best breaks in the state.
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We have a vision
for the future.

Framed by the stunning backdrop
of sprawling farmland and coastline,
this boutique estate is a perfect
destination for your holiday home
or permanent residence.
The thoughtfully considered design
of Shoalhaven ensures there is ample
opportunity to enjoy a comfortable lifestyle
connected to nature and the community.
Diverse selections of lot sizes are available,
in addition to exclusive elevated land
opportunities offering stunning water
or farmland aspects.
Enjoy the freedom and space you’ve
always wanted, in a place enhanced by
stunning wetlands, open parklands and
beautiful streetscapes to live and play in.

Actual view from Shoalhaven.
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There's no place like The Island.
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shoalhavenphillipisland.com.au
Sales Office: Corner Goodwood Drive and Elvington Avenue, Phillip Island
Disclaimer: Information contained herein is subject to change without notice. No responsibility is accepted by the vendor nor the agent for any action taken in reliance thereon.
Prospective purchasers should make their own enquiries to satisfy themselves on all aspects. Details herein do not constitute any representation by the vendor or the agent and
are expressly excluded from any contract. Images are artist’s impression and for illustrative purposes only. Public open space subject to change.

